I'm an attorney. This is what perjury before Congress looks like. There's no gray area here: Sessions MUST resign. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eDrB456zDP4 ...

1) At a time when Sessions was universally known to be a top Trump surrogate, he had three meetings with a top Russian spy (two at the RNC).

2) After being sworn in at his confirmation hearing before Congress, Sessions was asked _unambiguous questions_ on Team Trump-Russia ties.

3) Sessions _volunteered_, after falsely stating he had no knowledge of any such contacts, that _he himself had had no such contacts_. Lie.

4) His defense is that he didn't lie because his contacts with one of Russia's top spies (including two at the GOP political convention)...

5) ...had nothing at all to do with Trump in any way (at Trump's nominating convention!) but only about Sessions being a Senator. Problem...

6) ...is that even if true, Sessions _still_ lied--indeed, volunteered the lie without direct prompting--about his contacts with Russians.

7) This _doesn't_ merely mean Sessions must recuse himself if the FBI says Team Trump had contact with Russia, as the FBI already says this.

8) This _doesn't_ mean that recusal would be sufficient. This means Sessions perjured himself as to possibly the BIGGEST SCANDAL...

9) ...in U.S. POLITICAL HISTORY. He must resign. He is now a _witness_ in what could become the biggest criminal case of the last 200 years.

10) Recall Franken's self-described "extremely serious" query: is there "any" evidence "anyone" "affiliated" w/ campaign had such contact?

11) Sessions made very clear he had "no information" on "any" of the issues relating to this line of questioning. Facialy, this is perjury.